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“Y
ou’re joking, right?” Even as I
reflexively uttered these few
words, I knew that my friend

was not kidding around. Yes, it was true;
Jim Steele (not his real name), whom I
had trained with many years ago, had
killed himself. “Gunshot
wound to the head” was of-
fered next. I realize now that
my friend, another physician,
was using clinical jargon to
protect himself from the hor-
ror and the deeply personal
nature of the act of self-de-
struction. “You’re joking,
right?” conveys my shock and
disbelief. But why are we
stunned like this in the face
of suicide? Would I have used
these words if Jim had died
of a coronary or cancer?

Physicians have long been known to
have significant rates of suicide. The
most common underlying psychiatric ill-
nesses are mood disorders, substance
use disorders, dual diagnoses, and per-
sonality traits and disorders (borderline,
narcissistic, antisocial). 

Psychiatry is one of the vulnerable
branches of medicine. For some ob-
servers, this is a paradox – wouldn’t spe-
cialists in diseases of the mind be able to
recognize illness in themselves and seek
appropriate treatment? For others, the
cynics who have always deemed psychi-
atrists somewhat unstable and “less
than,” suicide is no surprise at all. If

they weren’t already a bit off before spe-
cializing, then looking after mentally ill
patients day after day could drive them
to suicide.

What do we know about physician
suicide, and in particular, psychiatrist

suicide? 
It is believed that 85%-90%

of people who kill themselves
have been living with a psy-
chiatric illness, whether diag-
nosed or treated or not. Doc-
tors are no exception. As a
specialist in physician health,
most of the doctor patients I
have lost to suicide have been
in this cohort. They are indi-
viduals who have died of their
diseases, often after a long
courageous battle. They have

been poorly responsive to medications
and various psychotherapies; they have
had repeated hospitalizations, including
courses of ECT; and their losses have
been phenomenal – loss of career tra-
jectory, loss of income, loss of marital
and family stability, and loss of social sup-
ports. 

Another group of physicians who take
their own lives are doctors living with
chronic, persistent, and progressive med-
ically debilitating disorders. The loss of
robust health and functioning, a medical
vision of what lies ahead, and a need for
autonomy and control over one’s destiny
may drive the decision to die by suicide. 

Given their medical training and

knowledge, doctors know how to kill
themselves. Access to lethal drugs (bar-
biturates, opiates, tricyclic antidepres-
sants, insulin, potassium chloride) con-
tributes to suicide risk. When exploring
suicidality in my physician patients, I
have been struck by the elaborate re-
search and planning that underlie the sui-
cide plans of physicians. It is embodied
in statements like: “I want to do it right,
absolutely foolproof; I’ve looked after too
many botched suicide attempts in my
work as a physician.”

Stigma attached to psychiatric illness is
still with us in the house of medicine.
Stigma drives denial of symptoms, in-
creases refractoriness, contributes to self-
medicating, delays seeking help, and con-
tributes to poor treatment adherence. In
fact, many psychiatrists live with inter-
nalized stigma when they fall ill. They are
ashamed to seek help and sometimes
feel fraudulent, fearing that their talent
and credibility as a competent physician
are sullied by becoming a patient. They
are tempted to prescribe for themselves
and eschew reaching out to other psy-
chiatrists for treatment. This is dangerous
and puts psychiatrists at risk for suicide.

Psychiatrists probably have a higher in-
cidence of mood disorders than those in
other branches of medicine. This may be
because of self-selection and choosing a
field that is accepting of mental illness in
its practitioners. It is not by accident
that a medical student is attracted to psy-
chiatry in part because of a bout of men-

tal illness (eating disorder, anxiety, or
mood disorder) and successful treatment
during high school or college. Studies of
addictive diseases in doctors have also
found psychiatrists to be at risk. Mood
disorders and chemical dependency –
alone or in combination – contribute to
suicide in psychiatrists.

There is much that we can do to avert
these tragedies. Awareness is central. All
of us need to fight stigma – both in our
words and deeds. We need to take care
of ourselves and embrace the notion of
wellness. We need to be our brother’s
and sister’s keeper, to reach out to col-
leagues we think are struggling and help
them get appropriate, state-of-the art
treatment. And should we lose col-
leagues to suicide, let’s remember them
for how they lived, not just how they
died. This is respectful and compassion-
ate. We will honor their memory and
their family members left behind. ■
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LETTERS
Stigma and Culture
I’m responding to Dr. Paul J. Fink’s opin-
ion piece about steps we can take to re-
duce the stigma against our specialty
(“Fink! Still at Large,” CLINICAL PSYCHI-
ATRY NEWS, September 2010, p. 4).

My own anti-stigma campaign was
not ever really a campaign, but may
have started earlier. In the 1960s, while
at medical school at the University of
Toronto when visiting the Queen
Street “crazy house,” my classmates and
I responded with a mixture of curiosity,
fear, and compassion and caring – not
stigmatization. It was impressive, and
I’ve never forgotten those responses. 

Much more recently, I’ve been very
positively impressed by the overall atti-

tudes of the program “Criminal Minds”
toward mentally ill criminals (never
mind regular patients). The program
team always seems to use a very in-
depth informed psychological approach
in their “profiling,” and consistently
takes an understanding attitude to even
the very worst of its adversaries.

I’ve been wondering about what ef-
fects on cultural attitudes toward men-
tal illness programs like this one might
be having.

Harold A. Hamer, M.D.
New York

Dr. Fink replies:
I am interested in your experiences of
seeing people demonstrate a compas-
sionate response to seeing seriously
mentally ill patients. You must know at
this point in your career that this is very
unusual. There are little pockets of com-
passion everywhere and under all cir-
cumstances. 

The Criminal Minds program is an-
other one where people are trying very
hard to reduce the census in prisons, take
the mentally ill out, get them appropri-
ately treated, and get them released back
into the general population.

I’ve never visited the Toronto Medical
School, but it sounds like it’s a good one
and there is a good approach taken to

Clutter: We’ve Got to Face Reality
Thanks very much to Dr. Robert T.
London for his well-written commen-
tary about the need for mental health
professionals to collaborate with pro-
fessional organizers in the fight against
clutter (“Is Decluttering a Form of Ther-
apy,” CLINICAL PSYCHIATRY NEWS, Sep-
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dealing with patients who are different.
That’s the most complicated part of the
whole stigma issue; the fact that it is an
effort to cover over fear and other reac-
tions to people whose functioning is
“crazy.” 

I appreciate your telling me about this,
because I am always pleased to learn
about positive steps people are taking to
reduce the stigma against our patients.

Fighting the stigma against our spe-
cialty and our patients is an issue about
which we must remain vigilant. I firm-
ly believe that we owe it to ourselves and
to our patients.

tember 2010, p. 7). I agree that collabo-
rating with professional organizers is a
positive development for mental health
providers. 

Professional organizers, especially
those who specialize in chronic disor-
ganization/hoarding, have access to an
impressive amount of training. I have
worked in the field of inpatient psychi-
atry for more than 23 years, and I am
also a member of National Association
of Professional Organizers and the Na-
tional Study Group on Chronic Disor-
ganization. 

It is critical for mental health
providers to see the reality of their pa-
tients’ living environments. Exploring
ways to increase collaboration between
mental health providers and profes-
sional organizers will only benefit our
clients.

Kathleen Crombie, M.A., M.Ed.
Piedmont, Calif.
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